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games are natural for children and new words that can be drawn they can cut
helpful in their growth games can be pictures out of magazines or color
especially useful to increase childrens duplicated outlines either of these would
interest in routine drills and exercises this then have to be pasted ononthinthin cardboard
is because children love competition and this kind of arts and crafts activity can be a
challenge games are always fun for children game in itself to the children
and most dont realize that theyre actually
mastering a skill when it is presented in the drills be intomany ccanan incorporated a
form of a game physical education activity children love to

using games for teaching english as a be out of doors playing rather than in a
second language is a very good way to get classroom working on a drill pattern
the children involved so as not to bore in using a game a TESL teacher must be
them teaching some games may present a cautious in that she must know what the
problem in that the game itself may be aim of the game is if the aim is learning
within the childrens command of english sounds the childrens pronunciation should
while explanations and instructions may be be emphasized although the game may also
too complex for them in such cases a contain new words or structures
recommended solution is to teach the game language games have anah important place
to a few of the quicker students and have in any elementary TESL program they
them model it for the class it may be even provide an opportunity for the controlled
better if feasible to have older children repetition which must precede fluency and
from a more advanced class or they offer especially to the younger child a
native english speaking children learn the natural incentive to master a skill by

and demonstrate itgame practicing it at play
once a game has been learned it can be

adapted as the children progress when the
children learn new vocabulary and even new TESLTERteu reporter
structures these can often be added to a
favorite game A game therefore can be
used effectively just as it is written and A quarterly publication of the
when desirable can be regarded as a kind of english language institute and the
skeleton or outline which can be expanded BATESL program of the church
by the addition of new language items college of hawaii

many games require no materials at all if
a game does need props improvise or use editor mrs alice pack assistant
items that are easily accessibleaccessiblegamesGamesgarnes that professor of english and TESL
need picture cards word cards letter cards staff api hemi jovy moss
etc are pretty much stock in trade for any
primary grade teacher word and picture articles relevant to teaching
cards for new vocabulary can be made as english as a second language in
the need arises on pieces of poster board hawaii the south pacific and asia

be submitted to the editorwhen a game requires that each of the may
through box 157 the churchchildren have a set of picture cards make college of hawaii laie hawaiithe cards yourself using simple line drawings 96762 manuscripts should bereproduced on available equipmentany double spaced and typed notanother approach is to let the children exceeding five pagesmake their own picture cards as they learn




